support.com user experience enhancements
Objectives:
l

l
l

l
l
l

Improve overall User Experience for visitors to support.com, as well as
customers using support.com services
Increase convergence of potential customers

Simplify the online acquisitions process and eliminate the confusion users
have about the software installation step
Reduce site abandonment/drop-off

Fix usability problems that interfere with desired calls to actions

Improve key processes and tasks required to initiate and complete service

Problem areas include:
l
l
l
l
l
l

Usability
Navigation & user orientation
Interaction design
Information design
Visual design & branding
Messaging & voice

support.com redesign: brand identity

The Issue

support.com is SupportSoft’s consumer
facing brand. The logo and visual identity
don’t relate to the master brand or reflect
the support.com brand personality.

The Solution

Redesign the logo to relate to the SupportSoft
master brand by using a lighter, more
contemporary type face and color palette.
The mark (know as “Otto”) was reworked to
make it cleaner and more scalable.

support.com web site redesign: home page before
User Experience Issues
Visual Hierarchy: The current design has no clear
visual hierarchy. Everything is of the same weight
visually and visitors don’t have a clear map for where
their eyes should go.
Color Palette: The colors are not pleasing and don’t
feel right given the visitor’s state of mind (Something
more calming would be appropriate).
Imagery: The images are common stock photos found
on any corporate site; they add little to the branding.
Messaging & Copy: Copy and instructions are not
clear and add to user’s confusion. The voice is not
friendly; this breaks one of our key brand promises.
User Orientation: Users don’t know where they are
while navigating the site.
Usability: The primary means of initiating service is
lost in a confusing and misleading link labeled
“connect.” Also, accessing the Live Chat feature is
difficult. An icon of a bubble with the words “Chat
Now!” is used as a link to launch chat; this is not an
intuitive linking convention.
Poor Navigation: Navigation lines don’t follow
convention and hide key pieces of information.

support.com web site redesign: home page after
Solution
Brand Identity: Redesigned logo
relates to the master brand. It also
reflects the support.com brand platform.
Visual Design: More appealing UI,
lighter color palette, better visual
hierarchy, increased white space,
more appealing use of imagery,
typography and iconography.
User Orientation: Users know where
they are and where they are going
while navigating site.
Information Architecture: Navigation
lines make sense, follow conventions
and best practices.
Information Design: Information clutter
reduced by use of tabs in the content
area. “How it Works” illustrated in an
easier to read, cleaner three-step
format.
Acquisition: Clear separation between
acquisition pages (tabbed) and utility
navigation (text-based links).
Call to Action: Desired action is
emphasized in a more effective way.

support.com web site redesign: get started page
Primary Goals
Increase conversion, reduce drop off
and site abandonment.
Eliminate the confusion users have
complained about during the software
install step and in general, the
processes of getting help and
services provided.
Fix usability problems that interfere
with these processes.

Solution
The Get Started page is where
customers download our software
and find clear instructions about how
to use our services.
The process is explained in easy to
read instructional copy. The two main
steps are downloading the Support
Connection software and calling an
800 number to connect with a
Solutions Engineer. These actions
are given prominence on the page.
(continued)

support.com web site redesign: get started page
Solution

(continued from previous page)
Once a user has downloaded and
installed the software, a button
appears in the banner that is labeled
“Launch Support Connection.”
This is an indication that the software
has been successfully installed and
the user can now click and open the
client tool where the user provides
information to a Solutions Engineer
and has a set of controls that allow
their computer to be accessed
remotely so that service can be
performed
In addition, helpful FAQs appear in
the right column to be viewed by the
customer if they need assistance.

support.com redesign: client tool before (remote agent)
User Experience Issues
Usability & User Orientation:
Customers complain about total
confusion when the Remote Agent is
launched. No clear indication where
user is, why they are there, how they
got there and what to expect next.
Messaging: Voice is not consumer
friendly. Copy is poorly written,
confusing and repetitious.
Confusing Calls to Action: User is
told to download software without any
explanation. They are also told to call
an 800 number, first for no other
reason than they haven’t yet called
and second, for a free estimate.
Visual Design & Branding: Dark and
unappealing. No product branding or
standardization with master brand.

support.com redesign: client tool after (support connection)
Solution
Branding: Re-named the client tool
(formerly know as the Remote Agent)
“The Support Connection” and named
the software “Support Connection
Software” to reinforce the brand. This
also helps eliminate user’s confusion.
Visual Design: More appealing
user interface, lighter color palette,
improved typography and increased
use of white space. New logo,
interactive and graphic elements
standardized with other support.com
Web properties.
Clear Instructions: Explains what
the user is going to need to do to
initiate service. This improves trust
and credibility as well.
Messaging & Copy: Politely explains
how things work in clear, concise
copy and in proper voice.
Usability: Former version’s many
usability issues and bugs resolved.
Clear calls to action and improved
task flow help quickly guide the user
through the steps required to initiate
and complete service.

support.com web site redesign: live chat before
User Experience Issues
User Orientation & Usability: The
user has no way of knowing that this is
going to become a chat interface, yet it
is the first screen view that displays
when a user clicks a “Chat” link on the
support.com Web site.
Messaging: Copy makes no sense
because users are expecting a
conventional chat interface.
Confusing Calls to Action: There is
no way of knowing what to do next to
get to a chat window. Also, the “Install
Software” link is out of place and
appears to be a call to install software
in order to be able to chat, but even that
is not clear.
Visual Design & Branding: Not
standardized with the new branding.

support.com web site redesign: live chat after
Solution
Usability & User Orientation:
The user now has a clear link to
open a chat window in the persistent
navigation of the support.com Web site.
Upon clicking “Live Chat”, their
expectations are met when a
conventional chat interface appears.
Messaging: Copy that reads
“Welcome to support.com live chat”
further eliminates confusion.
Visual Design & Branding:
Redesigned look and feel is consistent
with new brand identity. Graphics are
standardized across properties.

